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 Roland S. Barth

 Beyond Open Education
 One of the early critics of open education takes a sardonic look at the still
 burgeoning phenomenon. He speculates that the next stage in the open education
 cycle will include self-criticism, demythologizing, and selective assimilation.

 L JLlthough a relatively new phenome
 non in American education, open educa
 tion is rapidly progressing through a
 distinctive life cycle. The literature
 records and reflects several overlapping
 developmental stages. The first ? begin
 ning in the 1960s ? can be character
 ized as "testimonial." This period saw
 visits by Americans to British primary
 schools accelerate, with numbers ex
 ceeded only by enthusiasm. First re
 ports took the form of unpublished
 mimeographed material by William Hull,
 Tony Kallet, and others from the Ele
 mentary Science Study. Then came
 more widely published accounts by
 Joseph Featherstone1 and Edward Yeo
 mans,2 Charles E. Silberman,3 Lillian
 Weber,4 and Casey and Liza Murrow.5
 Then came collections of accounts by
 Vincent Rogers,6 Featherstone,7
 Charles H. Rathbone,8 Ewald B. Ny
 quist and G. R. Haws,9 and Silber
 man.10 Later, we saw many films of
 British primary schools by Henry Felt,
 Allan Leitman, and others. The prolifer
 ation of words, tapes, films, and testi
 monials continues unabated.

 The early literature of the testi
 monial period served two purposes: It
 described what was going on in British
 primary schools (usually the best), and
 it provided a "validation by acclama
 tion" of these practices for British and
 American education.

 The next stage was one of "analysis."
 By the end of the 1960s the attention
 of university people ? in philosophy,
 curriculum, supervision, teacher train
 ing, research - was drawn to British
 practices. For them testimonials gave
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 way to attempts at rigorous academic
 scrutiny. David Hawkins wrote a series
 of playful and provocative philosophical
 articles which got at the essence of good
 British classroom practices, including
 "Messing About in Science" and "I
 Thou-It."11 I attributed to proponents
 of open education several assumptions
 about children, learning, and knowl
 edge.12 A. M. Bussis and E. A. Chitten
 den13 at the Educational Testing Ser
 vice attempted to define open class
 rooms in order to evaluate them. Her
 bert Walberg and S. C. Thomas14 at
 tempted to identify the salient instruc
 tional characteristics of open classrooms
 and find an "operational definition."

 These and many subsequent attempts
 to describe and define the phenomenon
 of open education have had several
 effects. Definition has aided the Ameri

 canization of British primary education.
 These practices could not become
 "ours" until we understood the ration
 ale and theoretical bases on which they
 rested. Unfortunately for chroniclers,
 British primary education had, by and
 large, no theoretical base. British class
 rooms evolved over the years quite
 unself-co?sciously, in response to many
 disparate conditions: the 1931 Hadow
 Report; a resourceful response to the
 deprivation of funds and materials
 caused by World War II; considerable
 instructional autonomy for teachers; a
 long awareness of Jean Piaget ; thought
 ful, periodic observations by Nathan
 and Susan Isaacs; the exuberance of
 D. E, M. Gardner; and the Plowden Re
 port.15

 Thus, in the process of describing
 and analyzing the British classrooms,
 Americans attributed to the British a
 coherent theoretical basis for what they
 had been doing for so long without one.
 So we find underlying British practice a
 set of beliefs about children, learning,
 and knowledge; a distinctive role of the
 teacher which includes providing materi

 als, observing, record keeping, support
 ing, facilitating learning; and a model
 classroom which includes interest areas,
 cubbies, math blocks, batteries and
 bulbs, and, of course, gerbils. In the act
 of analyzing the British primary school
 experience, we Americans created open
 education, where before it did not exist.
 These stereotypical characteristics are
 now being used by Americans as admis
 sion requirements to the kingdom of the
 open classroom: "If you hold these
 beliefs and if you do these things, then
 yours is a genuine open classroom." So
 we find the curious relationship of
 researchers looking to practitioners io
 discover what "authentic" open educa
 tion is (so they can write about it and
 study it), while at the same time practi
 tioners look to the researchers for an
 exact definition and description of what
 an open classroom is (so they can
 emulate and implement it).

 T JL he third stage of American open
 education might be called the "prolifer
 ation" stage/Open education had to be
 created because there were many needs
 demanding satisfaction in American
 education. Dissatisfaction with educa
 tional practices ? fanned by the popular
 critics of the 1960s - could not be
 relieved until we had a "thing" with
 which to replace the "grim, joyless
 places." An insufficiency of "free
 schools" could only be relieved by a
 "thing" which promised both humaniza
 tion and limits on children's behavior,
 while at the same time giving attention
 to their cognitive and literacy skills.
 Open education became the "thing."
 The creation of open education enabled
 many liberal, antitraditional, and yet
 achievement-oriented parents and edu
 cators to disentangle themselves from
 both traditional and laissez-faire class
 rooms. Open education offered the
 hope that the schools might be re
 formed without being destroyed.
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 Ojsen education, once created, pro
 vided a model, an orthodoxy, an erector
 set which parents, teachers, and ad
 ministrators could see, touch, hear,
 smell ? and implement. To quote the
 publicity from one new book? "Now,
 for the first time, a practical book is
 available for teachers and administrators

 that shows step by step how to institute
 and operate an exceptional open educa
 tion program in your school." Testi
 monials from England were necessary
 but not sufficient. With the benefit of
 the model we have created (although we
 continue to believe we are copying the
 nonexistent British model), attempts to
 "open up" classrooms and set up "open
 schools" proceed apace. This is educa
 tional change the American way: aca
 demic analysis, prescribed and pro
 scribed materials and equipment, codi
 fied and circumscribed teaching be
 havior, and, presumably, consequent
 achievement of the desired behavior in
 adults and children.

 There are two worlds of education,
 one inhabited by those who are engaged
 in education and live under the roof of
 the school (teachers, students, adminis
 trators, and counselors), another in
 habited by those who are observers of
 and researchers in education (university
 people) who live outside the schools.
 The school people teach better; the
 university people read and write better.
 The creation of open education pro
 duced a new growth industry for higher
 education - an institution badly in need
 of both growth and industry. Not only
 could university people write books
 about British primary schools and
 American open classrooms, they could

 visit England, take students on tours of
 England, and hire English educators to
 speak to their classes. They could train
 teachers for "the open classroom" at
 the "Integrated Day Program" of the
 University of Massachusetts and at Anti
 och's "Institute for Open Education,"
 for example. The teachers so trained
 could then join the National Open
 Education Association and subscribe to
 its journal, Opening Education.

 With teachers being trained to run
 "open classrooms," with strong blessing
 from some state departments of educa
 tion (as in North Dakota, Vermont,
 New York, and North Carolina), pub
 lishers, manufacturers of classroom
 furniture and materials, and curriculum
 developers (all floundering in bad times)
 also found new life. Books appeared
 titled A Parents' Guide to the Open

 Classroom, A Teacher's Guide to the
 Open Classroom, and A Principal's
 Guide to the Open Classroom. "For the
 Open Classroom" has been tacked onto
 old and new materials alike. Architects
 of "open space" schools (open for
 reasons of economy) delight in confus
 ing open space, an architectural notion,
 with open education, a pedagogical no
 tion. In addition to universities, other
 centers of propagation have sprung up
 throughout the country with names like
 "The Advisory for Open Education"
 and "The Greater Boston Teachers
 Center." They are intended to help
 parents, teachers, administrators ? and
 whomever else might feel the urge ? to
 move toward open education. Open
 education is satisfying many needs and
 helping infuse new vigor into an
 atrophying educational economy.

 One of the current contributions of
 open education is the fertile field it
 provides for educational research. Open
 education had to be created so its
 effects upon children could be studied.
 The alacrity with which researchers have
 set upon open education suggests just
 how great was their need for a new
 object of study.

 A major purpose of educational re
 search is to identify independent vari
 ables which are associated with desirable
 and undesirable dependent variables,
 and thereby to inform and change edu
 cational practice to maximize desirable
 outcomes for students. This purpose has
 also been applied to the study of open
 education. But research on open educa
 tion is both fueled and flawed by several
 myths: 1) Open education should and
 can be defined. 2) Open education
 exists. 3) Open classrooms can be
 found which conform to the model of
 open education we have created. 4) All
 classrooms are either open or tradi
 tional. 5) Open education constitutes
 an independent variable, the effects of
 which can be determined.

 Researchers on open education have
 fallen into what might be termed the
 "Santa Claus pitfall." The existence of
 Santa Claus fills several important
 needs; since there is ample evidence of
 the existence of Santa Claus ? stockings
 on mantlepieces, Christmas trees, pic
 tures ? Santa Claus must exist. We can
 describe him with precision: the num
 ber and name of his reindeer, the shape
 of his beard, and the size of the pack on
 his back. Furthermore, we can use
 reliable methodology and rigorous
 statistical analysis to study the effect of
 Santa Claus on children's (and adults')
 behavior, and find high inter-rater re
 liability for these observations. In short,
 we can employ an elaborate research
 methodology with any phenomenon,
 whether or not it exists, and emerge
 with numbers, significance levels, and
 recommendations for further research.

 Because research on open education
 is predicated on myths, it tends to be
 confused, confusing, and frequently
 contradictory. Open education can be
 defined (or more precisely, as I have
 suggested, "created"); but this defini
 tion is a hypothetical, academic artifact,
 not an educational reality. By defining
 open education with greater and greater
 precision, we have brought it into
 existence. Existence makes it easier to
 see classrooms which conform to the
 model (open) and those which do not
 (traditional). Here, however, researchers

 (<How come I gotta pay to put you through college when you already know it
 all?"
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 have begun to box themselves into a
 corner, for the more tightly they have
 defined the open classroom, the fewer
 classrooms can be found to fit the
 description. Finally, the model has be
 come so exacting and exclusive that no
 classrooms conform to it. The smaller
 the sample size, the more tenuous and
 tentative becomes the research.

 The problem of sample selection is
 compounded by the criteria for select
 ing an open classroom for study. Be
 cause none can be found which exactly
 matches the "model," usually word of
 mouth becomes the criterion. That is,
 what someone thinks or says is an open
 classroom becomes the open classroom.
 Furthermore, it is usually assumed that
 children found in an open classroom in
 one school can be "matched" with
 children found in a traditional class
 room in the same school along the usual
 important dimensions ? socioeconomic
 status, for example. In fact, in most
 schools children are placed in what is
 thought to be an open classroom be
 cause their parents have allowed or
 demanded it. Thus the children in an
 open classroom can be very different
 from those in a non-open classroom
 even in the same building. The nature
 and complexity of these variables have
 yet to be explored.

 Observers in classrooms these days
 are finding a widening array of hybrid,
 idiosyncratic teaching practices, organi
 zational patterns, instructional methods,
 and beliefs about children and learning.
 Though a few classrooms may appear to
 be "truly open" or "traditional," more
 are "semi-open" or "fairly informal" or
 "humane." Is a class with desks and
 rows and elaborate science and social
 studies interest areas at the back whose

 teacher moves helpfully from child to
 child open or traditional? Is a classroom
 with no desks and a group of 25
 children seated on the floor receiving
 "group instruction" open or traditional?
 During the past 10 years, with all the
 fanfare on the left ? free schools, alter
 native schools, open classrooms ? un
 observed by most has been evolutionary
 although dramatic change in what so
 called traditional teachers are doing.
 Many of these veterans have successfully
 adopted elements of the vocabulary,
 appearances, organization, and materials
 of the open model.

 Classroom teacher insistence on shift

 ing, changing, and evolving has made
 "either/or" research very untidy. Yet
 teachers cannot afford the tidy luxury
 of runnirig classrooms which comply
 with any ideology. For them the ques

 "If the open education model
 is so good and so clear, why d?
 teachers eschew it? Because it is
 dangerous. Because for most
 school people 'open' is a four
 letter word."

 tion is not which banner to wave or
 which model has the most to offer
 children and adults but, rather, "When
 reading method A doesn't work for
 Johnny, what can I try next? B? C? Or
 D?" Teachers are pragmatic. With in
 creasing s?lf-confidence, militance, and
 competence over the years, they have
 become fed Up with someone else ?
 anyone else ? laying a "trip" on them,
 as any superintendent, principal, or cur
 riculum coordinator can attest. More

 and more they are running classrooms
 on the doors of which the only appro
 priate label is their own name. Of the 17
 teachers in the Angier School in New
 ton ? many of whose classrooms re
 semble in some respects the researcher's
 "model" of open education - none will
 admit to running an "open" or "tradi
 tional" classroom. The situation in
 other schools is similar.

 Researchers would do well to swim
 with this tide rather than against it.
 Educational research has always been
 limited by the limited range of class
 room variation, by the uniformity of
 our educational system. In this respect
 open education may prove a valuable
 ally for researchers, because its major
 effect to date has been to expand and
 extend the range and repertoire of
 acceptable instructional ideas, materials,
 and methods teachers may use. With the
 help of the open education movement,
 we now find greater diversity: children,
 for instance, in classes with desks in
 rows, desks in clusters," desks in circles,
 and with no desks. This kind of variety
 affords greater power to the tools of
 researchers.

 JLf the open education model is so
 good and so clear, why do teachers
 eschew it? Because it is dangerous.
 Because for most school people "open"
 is a four-letter word. Research studies
 which can be cited in defense of open

 education (which have little impact on a
 PTA meeting) are far outweighed by the
 problems open education brings to the
 schools. Open education polarizes col
 leagues on a faculty (who wants to be
 thought of as a "traditional teacher"?).
 It angers the growing number of back
 to-basics parents (who wants his child to
 play, not work, learn about wood
 working but not the three Rs?). Most
 important, it keeps teachers from mak
 ing full use of all the possible resources
 available in doing a difficult job. No
 teacher who works with a diverse group
 of children (as all do) can afford to
 employ only materials, ideas, and
 methodologies associated with a particu
 lar orthodoxy. Why discard certain be
 havior modification techniques - which
 may be the only way of helping some
 children ? because they are contrary to
 the "model" of open education? Final
 ly, the open education model has be
 come so precious, so elaborate, and so
 exacting that most teachers feel that to
 say they are running an "open" class
 room is incredibly pretentious; everyone
 knows they are not, that they cannot do
 "all of those things." No, classrooms are
 not either open or traditional.

 It is difficult to know what inde
 pendent variable researchers on open
 education use. Phrases like "open
 school," "open classroom," "open
 teacher," or "openness" abound in the
 literature. Despite the Bussis and Chit
 tenden caveat ("It is difficult if not
 impossible to identify ... causal con
 nections between students' outcomes
 and the characteristics of open educa
 tion"), much of the research accepts
 "open classroom" as the experimental
 condition. Educational research, of
 course, has been most successful when
 one discrete, independent variable, like
 class size, is selected and its effects
 studied on students, while all others are
 held constant. Many researchers on
 open education, however, are trying to
 use the constellation of variables which
 go to make up the open education
 model (assumptions, materials, meth
 ods, appearance, etc.) as one giant inde
 pendent variable, in the belief that these
 characteristics appear together when
 they appear. However, as I have sug
 gested, teachers don't work this way,
 and classrooms don't come this way.

 Education is a people-changing busi
 ness; teachers are people. The open
 education model allows children to have

 different learning styles which should be
 addressed individually, but it accepts
 the desirability of uniformity of teach
 ing behavior. In fact, one is as idiosyn
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 "It isn't Miss, Mrs., or Mr., Dad. My teacher is a machine. "

 cratic as the other. The need is not so
 much for teachers who have the courage
 and conviction to run open classrooms;
 what we want is teachers who can
 become sensitive and skillful in observ
 ing and diagnosing children's behavior,
 in deriving rich information from these
 observations, and in responding to chil
 dren's needs and deficiencies helpfully
 and appropriately, with all the resources
 and imagination available to them.
 A major problem within our schools

 is that teachers are role players ? be
 having in a way more or less consonant
 with someone else's expectations of
 them. The role of the open classroom
 teacher may lead to better things for
 many children and adults, but thanks to
 the definers and analyzers of open
 education it too has become another
 part to play. Roles are counterproduc
 tive. They make it less necessary for a
 person working with children to be fully
 aware of his/her own beliefs and
 philosophy. They make it less likely
 that the adult will respond carefully,
 helpfully, differentially to children, pro
 viding each with the unique set of
 conditions under which he can learn
 best and most.

 For educators to move away from
 open education may appear on the
 surface to be a regressive step. I would
 like to suggest that, on the contrary,
 moving beyond open education is a
 progressive, developmental step and one
 for which we are ready. The advent of a
 movement like open education brings
 with it examination and criticism of
 what has gone before, of what is going
 on contemporaneously, and, perhaps
 most important, an examination and
 criticism of itself. Perhaps the next stage
 in the cycle will be of one self-criticism
 and self-correction. I suspect the next
 stage will also see diffusion and de
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 mythologizing of the valuable ideas,
 methods, and beliefs of open education
 and their selective assimilation by teach
 ers into their important classroom work.
 I hope so.
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 Arthur R. Jensen
 Did Sir Cyril Burt Fake His Research on Heritability of Intelligence? Part II

 Continued from page 471

 two sets of results to be statistically
 nonsignificant. Morton writes: "What
 ever errors may have crept into his [i.e.,
 Burt's] material, they do not appear to
 be systematic."

 Scientifically, the most important
 consideration is whether Burt's findings
 and conclusions differ significantly in
 any way from the much larger body of
 evidence on the genetics of IQ done by
 other researchers working independent
 ly of Burt. The answer is unequivocal:
 On various kinship correlations (twins,
 siblings, parent/child, etc.), which are
 the basis for the estimation of IQ
 heritability, Burt's results do not differ
 appreciably or significantly from the
 results of parallel studies conducted by
 many other researchers in the United
 States. Burt's most famous set of data,
 the mental assessments on 53 sets of
 identical twins who were reared apart,
 has also been subjected to rigorous
 statistical tests of significance of differ
 ence from the pooled mental test data
 of three independent parallel studies

 done in Denmark, Britain, and the
 United States. These analyses show that
 the distribution of twin differences in
 Burt's data does not differ significantly
 from the twin differences found in all
 the other studies.

 The one important conclusion that
 we may draw with complete confidence
 is that, even if all of Burt's findings were
 thrown out entirely, the picture regard
 ing the heritability of IQ would not be
 materially changed. The scientific
 weight of all the remaining massive and
 newer evidence and modern quantitative
 genetic analyses, in numerous studies by
 independent investigators using some
 what different methods, now far sur
 passes that of Burt's own pioneer re
 search. Yet the evidence sans Burt leads
 to essentially the same general conclu
 sions that we find in Burt's major
 writings on the heritabihty of intelli
 gence, viz., that, in accounting for in
 dividual differences in IQ, genetic fac
 tors considerably outweigh the existing
 environmental influences. D
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